
Run No: 2118 

Date: 05-May-2019 

Venue: The Blue Ball, 57 Broadway, Grantchester, CB3 9NQ 

Hares:  Hold It For Me &  
Scribe: Unmentionable 

  

Searching for inspiration I checked out the run report for HIFM’s last run from the 
Blue Ball, only to find that Pedro had written “A picture is worth a 1,000 words” and 
hadn’t written anything! With both hashflashes, Pedro and Paperazzi in Mojocar, 
there will be very little photographic memories to assist with this run report.  

As usual we were early(!), but by the time we’d found a parking space it was almost 
11 o’clock. Finding a parking space was relatively easy until an elderly lady asked us 
not to park in front of her house. A minor altercation ensued with Jetstream 
subsequently denying that he was confrontational and Unmentionable quietly 
moving the car up the road. Finding a check point just where we’d parked the car we 
thought about waiting there until the pack arrived, a thought that had also occurred to 
Leg-over and Trousers Off, but we soon realised that it could be a long wait and 
headed for the pub. 

Toed Bedsores explained that the Hare was still out laying the trail and that we’d 
find dust if we went over the style opposite the pub. For once, he was correct, and we 
ran down towards the River Cam, through a meadow on which a herd of bullocks 
were grazing. Needless to say, a pack of hashers running through their field 
disturbed the herd and they went mental, bellowing and running around like headless 
chucks – and that was just the hashers! Eventually the bullocks surrounded 
Lightning, maybe mistaking him for one of their own, and calmed down. 

At last Toed Bedsores led us back to the road where we came across the check by 
our car for the second time. Off we went, down the road, past The Rupert Brooke, left 
at the Green Man, past the Red Lion (what a waste of potential beer stops?) and 
back down to the river. Doubling back again we found ourselves at the church (ten to 
three, and is there honey still for tea?) but then headed off towards Barton. 

This time there was no snow to hide the dust and so we found all the check-backs 
before heading off towards the footbridge over the M11, just as we had on run 2045. 
Over the motorway and towards Barton the trail led us a scenic route parallel to the 
M11. Despite the fact that this was obviously a right hander, Trousers Off and the 
yet to be named, Wrong Way, insisted on running all the turn-backs to the left, 
followed by Blowback, Beer Stop, Feeble Minder, Lady Slipstream and Leg-over 
who entered into the spirit of things so as not to disappoint the Hare, who had gone 
to a lot of trouble laying these, not so cunning, turn-backs. 

Back over the M11 we encountered Control Freak, Ooh La La and Klingon who 
had sensibly SCB’d down the fields without crossing the M11. Then it was straight 
back to the pub – but it wasn’t! The trail took a cunning leftie leaving Antar, Ben, 



Jetstream, Bedsores and Klinger going straight back to the pub whilst the pack 
took a long loop towards Cambridge rugby club, finally coming back along the river. 
Fraser and Big Leg found a neat short cut but they  were outdone by Just John and 
Computer who had hardly left the pub. 

With most of the Mismanagement absent in Mojocar it fell to Big Leg to act as GM, 
RA et al, and run the circle, with assistance from Only Me as assistant, assistant 
hashcash and assistant, assistant beermaster. Down-downs for Hold It For Me for 
an excellent trail, Jetstream for short cutting but not taking the car keys, Lightning & 
Bedsores for attracting bullocks. Finally, having gone the wrong way at nearly every 
check, Wrong Way was given a very appropriate hash name. But where was Wai 
Wai on her birthday? At another party it seems, so Hold It For Me gave a rendition of 
“Delilah” in her Onour, followed by a spontaneous “Happy Birthday”, with none of the 
usual hash lyrics. 

Anyone who was at this run and hasn’t had a mention, needs to buy Jetstream a pint 
to rectify the omission! 


